


Adriatica SPA is Italian leader for the production and marketing of granular and microgranular fertilizers obtained by the compaction
method. Founded in 1968, it is currently present in Italy with 3 production plants and a fourth in Croatia. Today, to follow up on its
constant focus on market developments and its propensity towards product innovation, it has been structured to face new challenges 
through the important acquisition of Iko Hydro, Italian company, specialized in the production of solutions for plant physiological and 
nutritional disordes. Now at the end of this development program, the Company is able to offer a wide and complete range of 
Special Fertilizers and Nutritional Solution specific to the needs of professional agriculture. This has allowed to work in different 
markets with the stakeholders sharing knowledge and solutions to specific cultural problems. Today it is in fact present in the most 
important markets such as Chile, Peru, Brazil, USA, Australia, Egypt, India, Turkey, Greece, Morocco, China, providing innovative agri-
cultural products and solutions that make it possible to improve quantity and quality of crops
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GRANULAR FERTILIZERS

MICROGRANULES FERTILIZERS

WATER-SOLUBLE FERTILIZERS

MICRO AND MESO FOLIAR FERTILIZERS 

NUTRITIONAL SOLUTIONS 

CONTROL OF RHIZOSPHERE PHYSIOPATHIES

INCREASE IN DRY MATTER AND SHELF LIFE

WHERE WE ARE

OUR  COMPLETE PRODUCT PORTFOLIO



ADRIATICA SOLUTIONS FOR QUALITY FRUIT



PHARMAMIN M is an high pure fertilizer 
based on natural precursors of ripening and  
fruit coloring. Its features are fruit color, 
aroma-flavour and  sugar content (Brix).

PHARMAMIN-M

KAMAB 26

KAMAB 26 prevents all physiological 
disorders induced by calcium deficiency, like:
GRAPE stem necrosys
APPLE bitter pit
CHERRY TOMATO fruit apical rot
HOT PEPPER blossom end rot 
Its soluble formula is solving nutritional 
diseases.

DRY-K 30
DRY-K 30 is the nutritional solution to 
improve natural healing and resistance 
to cracking. Thanks to the natural biofilm, 
created on treated tissues, DRY-K 30 
helps to prevent fungal or bacterial soft 
rots on splitted fruits. It also increases 
mechanical resistance and extends the 
shel life. FOLIAR APPLICATION



HENDOSAR

HENDOSAR developed for soils with 
problems salinity (saline soils) and 
due to sodium accumulation (osmotic 
stress). Treats and prevents nutritional 
physiological disorders, and renovates, 
at  root level, the optimal pH. In 
addition, it helps the plant to regenerate 
the young roots that are important for 
nutrients uptake. 

GOLD DUST LINE
GOLD DUST 15N
GOLD DUST 10 10 10 + Mg

GOLD DUST LINE solutions boost metabolic 
and physiological processes  and enhances 
the photosynthesis. The features  are 
vigorous sprouting, stem and rachis 
elongation, fruit size and uniformity. 

HYDRO KOMBY 40

HYDRO KOMBY 40 combines in a sinergic 
system the phosphorus, essential during 
the development of the fruit, and the 
potassium, essential for fruit size.
HYDRO KOMBY 40 features are fruit size 
and uniformity, and increasing of level of 
sugar content (Brix).

FERTIRRIGATION



STEM NECROSYS AND FIRMNESSSTEM NECROSYS AND FIRMNESS

STEM NECROSYS

Consumers and traders like firm berries and healthy stem that guarantee freshness and high quality product. 
STEM NECROSYS AND FIRMNESS KIT prevents this physiological disorders.

FERTIRRIGATION

* In case of varieties sensitivity to flower dropping start to apply the fertilizer at fruit set
Red/ Black 
varieties White varieties
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STEM NECROSYS AND FIRMNESSSTEM NECROSYS AND FIRMNESS SIZE AND BRIXSIZE AND BRIX

UNIFORMITY OF  FRUIT SIZE

Consumers request healthy and tasty fruits.
SIZE AND BRIX KIT is studied to set uniformity berry size and to increase the content of soluble
sugar (BRIX).
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* In case of varieties sensitivity to flower dropping start to apply the fertilizer at fruit set
Red/ Black 
varieties White varieties
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Color and Brix are all about to get higher prices for growers.
COLOR AND BRIX KIT pushes naturally the coloring process and increases the content of soluble 
sugar (BRIX).

COLOR AND BRIXCOLOR AND BRIX

FRUIT COLOR

Control ADRIATICAControlADRIATICA
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^Dissolve the recommended amount of DRY-K30 in at most 250 Liters of water solution Red/ Black 
varieties White varieties

CRACKINGCRACKING

OSMOTIC AND SALINITY STRESSOSMOTIC AND SALINITY STRESS

The cracking is  due to physiological disorders that cause significant economic losses.
The additional impacting factors are the water management, unbalanced mineral nutrition and 
excess of plant growth regulators. CRACKING KIT strengthens the fruit and resolves the cracking issue.

Salinity is one of the environmental factors reducing the yields by limiting the capacity of the plant 
to take up water and fertilizer (osmotic and salinity stress).
Abnormal quantity of salt in the plant cause hard growth as well. 
Thanks to innovative chemical physical system, HENDOSAR  helps plants remain vigorous and get 
excellent yields even under high salinity stress conditions.

* In case of varieties sensitivity to flower dropping start to apply the fertilizer at fruit set
Red/ Black 
varieties White varieties
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FRUIT CRACKING


